Script for creating a weather forecast

Hey “Mr. Teacher’s” class what’s going on? My name is ____________________________
and I am here to use what we are learning in science class to predict what kind of weather
we will be seeing in our area later today.

The current temperature is ____________ and the current weather conditions are _____
____and ________________________.

The wind is out of (give the direction) ______________ at __________ mile per
hour.

The barometric pressure currently is __________ inches and _________________
(rising, falling, or steady).

My prediction for the weather later today is

_________________________ and __________________________

...because (give two reasons why you made this prediction) …

_________________________ and __________________________

Scoring Guide:

You will receive one point for each accurately completed blank in the above script for a
total maximum of 12 points. Your teacher will be looking at your responses for
completion (all items in script addressed) and accuracy (responses based on reputable
sources, carefully collected data, and valid science knowledge).

9 points or less = try again
10 points = meets expectations
11 points = super
12 points = grand weather guru